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Session Overview: 
This panel will feature four short presentations suggesting practical advice for taking 
advantage of a range of technologies to foster more effective writing assignments and 
applications of the skills implicit in essay writing for a variety of classroom contexts and 
student skill levels. Although the presentations derive form courses in the Humanities, 
the tools discussed and strategies asserted readily apply to all disciplines that 
incorporate essay writing in some fashion. 
 The tradition essay assignment requires students to communicate their thinking 
is isolation. This session will assert workable methods of removing this core conceit and 
establishing writing--in all levels of college writing--as a collaborative experience. The 
session will suggest alterations to the basic essay-writing assignment to shift the essay 
assignment toward a more collaborative and therefore dynamic process.  
 
Part 1, Collaboration and Peer Editing: 
The first half of the session will argue for expanding Turn-it-in beyond its typical use as 
a policing function for plagiarism. Pat 1 will demonstrate via student examples how 
online collaboration leads to stronger writing skills for all involved. Participants will 
gain practical advice for using Turn-it-in to encourage peer instruction and more 
effective interaction between instructors and students. 
 
Part 2, Collaboration and Multimedia: 
The second half of the session will present ways to use multi-media to expand the 
traditional definition for the essay. This section of the presentation will provide 
examples of assignments that demand expository writing along with audio and visual 
presentations as intrinsic components of the synthetic thinking of the essay itself. The 
session will exhibit how students can use Wix and WordPress, (for website creation and 
hosting), MovieMaker and iMovie to create short videos in support of multimedia 
presentations that match the goals of traditional essays. 
 
Session Learning Outcomes: 
After this session, participants will be able to 

• identify useful technologies to foster collaboration in traditional writing 
assignments; 

• revise current writing assignments to incorporate collaborative technologies; 
• design assignments incorporating collaborative learning with technology to 

achieve standard essay-writing goals.  
 
	  “Even though the research paper itself is in question, the reasons for assigning it are more compelling than 

ever. The question is whether writing instructors will continue to assign this problematic genre or whether they 
will find other, better ways of teaching research practices” (Howard and Jamieson 232). 

	  



Part 1: Collaboration and Peer Editing 
Assignment Applications: For any writing assignment at any level. Students simply 
must submit their first drafts through TurnItIn.com for instructor review in 
“GradeMark” and for peer review in “PeerMark,” so that students get feedback before 
they begin to revise their essays. 
 
Technology Needed: Turn-it-in 

Exercise: Creating a Response for Peer Editing 

Resources for Support: 

Purdy, James. “Anxiety and the Archive: Understanding Plagiarism Detection Services 
as Digital Archives.” Computers and Composition 26 (2009) 65-77. 

Stapleton, Paul. “Gauging the effectiveness of anti-plagiarism software: An empirical 
study of second language graduate writers.” Journal of English for Academic Purposes 
30 (2011) 1-9. 

Howard, Rebecca Moore, and Sandra Jamieson. “Researched Writing,” in A Guide to 
Composition Pedagogies (2nd Edition). Eds. Gary Tate, Amy Rupiper Taggart, Brooke 
Hessler, & Kurt Schick. Oxford U P, 2013.  231-247. 

 
Part 2: Collaboration and Multimedia 
Assignment Applications: For any writing assignment that implies visual references 
within traditional essay subjects. The creation of multimedia essays can meet the 
learning outcomes of any traditional essay assignment and are especially suited to 
collaborative work. The technologies discussed are readily available and intuitive, so 
negotiating the technology itself does not impede students from gaining the stated goals. 
 
Technology Needed: Wix website creator; iMovie or Moviemaker; WordPress 

Exercise: Creating a short film 

Resources for Support: 
Mayer, Richard E. and Roxana Moreno. “Nine Ways to Reduce Cognitive Load in 
Multimedia Learning.”  Educational Psychologist 38.1 (2003) 43-52. 

Palmeri, Jason. Remixing Composition: A History of Multimodal Writing Pedagogy. 
Carbondale: Southern Illinois UP, 2012. 

Vinogradova, Polina, Heather A. Linville, and Beverly Bickel. “’Listen To My Story And 
You Will Know Me’: Digital Stories As Student-Centered Collaborative Projects.” TESOL 
Journal 2.2 (2011): 173-202. ERIC. Web. 8 Oct. 2014. 

	  

 “There are many ways to teach research and source-based writing without assigning ‘The Research Paper” of old. . . . 
[Many] have turned to what might be called research projects. Built into this terminological shift is the idea that genres 
and media might felicitously mix when undergraduates conduct research” (Howard and Jamieson 236). 

	  


